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Editorial
WORDS FROM THE EDITOR—With the comple-

color) being added from that of the previous issue

and publication of this issue, Amphibian and
Reptile Conservation (ARC) is now publishing semiannually, from our previously irregular publishing
schedule. We still have not given up our original
plans of being published as a quarterly serial, and
hope to be able to do so in the near future. We will
continue to pick up the pace, and add more pages to
each volume (when possible), as well as report on
some of the most exciting topics in the world, from
a balanced geographic perspective. ARC will continue its focus on publishing research in the field of
herpetology, and specifically hematological conservation. We will
try our best to publish cutting edge herpetological conservation
research, but in a way that makes the subject matter accessible and
enjoyable to professional herpetologists, conservation managers,
naturalists, and nonprofessionals. This often requires an extra effort on part of reviewers, authors, and others involved. It is to
these unselfish individuals that deserve most of the credit for the
success of the journal.
This issue begins with an additional four pages (two in full-

and volume (volume 1, number
premiere issue). It also adds new standardized graphic design

tion

1

—

throughout, important article contributions, fullcolor illustrated maps, country sidebars, a new col-

umn

titled

"Herpetofauna and Humanity," book

review(s), world news, glossary, and abbreviations
1
|
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new improvements are implemented to make this science journal as accessible
and interesting to as broad an audience as possible.
used. All these
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Many of these journal elements will continue to
be developed, as well as others that come to my
attention, with each successive volume.
am very pleased to
exhibit our latest effort and hope that you all will continue your
great enthusiasm for the journal, as we work hard to establish
what we think will become an important serial, specifically for
the conservation and preservation of amphibians, reptiles, and
their habitats worldwide.
I

Craig Hassapakis
Editor

and Publisher
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